INTRODUCTION
============

Over a thousand years of ornamental breeding has generated more than 300 goldfish variants in body shape, fin configuration, eye style, and coloration ([@R1]), which make goldfish an excellent genetic model system for understanding the evolution of body shape ([@R1]). In addition, goldfish have long been used in research to study a wide array of biological processes such as pigmentation ([@R2], [@R3]), disease and environment interactions ([@R4], [@R5]), behavior ([@R6]), physiology ([@R7]), neurobiology ([@R8], [@R9]), reproduction and growth ([@R10]), and neuroendocrine signaling ([@R11]). The best estimate, based on mitochondrial DNA analysis from domesticated and wild-caught goldfish, is that domesticated goldfish were derived from fish in southern Asia, possibly from the lower Yangtze River ([@R12]).

Like the closely related common carp, goldfish share the same whole-genome duplication (WGD) event that occurred ≈8 to 12 million years (Ma) ago, which is believed to have been an allotetraploidy event (i.e., a hybrid of two closely related species created with both chromosome sets of each parents being present in gametes) ([@R13]). This fusion occurred after the divergence from grass carp (*Ctenopharyngodon idella*) but before goldfish diverged from the common carp. This event is quite recent compared to other animal WGD events such as the one that occurred in teleosts (320 to 350 Ma ago) ([@R14]), in the Salmoniformes including salmon (50 to 80 Ma ago) ([@R15]), and the allotetraploid event of *Xenopus laevis* (17 to 18 Ma ago) ([@R16]), and we now have two closely related but different species that resulted from the same genome duplication event with near-complete genome sequences. Thus, comparing how the goldfish genome has diverged from the common carp genome provides an excellent opportunity to study how genes change during the course of speciation. In addition, the relative evolutionary proximity of goldfish and carp to the commonly used model organism zebrafish provides additional reference sequences for identifying conserved elements involved in gene regulation \[conserved noncoding elements (CNEs)\] ([@R17], [@R18]), at sensitivities not available from comparing much more distantly related vertebrate genomes, including most other sequenced fish species.

Here, we report a contiguous, accurate, and proximately complete genome assembly of a common goldfish line, Wakin, and shed light on how the genome and gene expression evolved after the carp WGD. The genome represents an essential resource for the study of the greater than 300 goldfish variants and for the understanding of genome evolution in related fish species.

RESULTS
=======

Genomic assembly and annotation
-------------------------------

The estimated size of the goldfish genome ranges from 1.6 to 2.08 pg according to the Animal Genome Size Database ([@R19]), similar to that of the common carp (1.8 pg). Using a Wakin goldfish generated by heat-shock gynogenesis ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R20]), we generated \~16.4 million reads (71X coverage) from PacBio Single Molecule, Real-Time (SMRT) cells, which were corrected and assembled into 9415 contigs by the Canu assembler ([@R21]). The Canu assembly was \~1849 megabase pairs (Mbp) with an N50 of 817 kbp. There were 6937 contigs (497 Mbp) with a relative read coverage of \<0.6, which indicated that our sample was not fully homozygous with \~249 Mbp being heterozygous. This was consistent with the 25-nucleotide oligomer spectrum from Illumina short-read sequencing (fig. S1 and table S2). We then made linkage groups (LGs) using a published genetic map for the goldfish ([@R22]) in combination with the OneMap program ([@R23]). This chromosome-sized, final assembly (cauAur01) contained 50 large LGs, with a total length of 1246 Mbp linked and approximately 500 Mbp in unplaced contigs or scaffolds (for summary, see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). By mapping the Illumina short reads to the carAur01 assembly, we estimated that the assembly has an error rate of \<1 per 50,000 bases, and 98.5% reads were mappable (96% properly paired), indicating a highly accurate assembly.

![Basic statistics for the goldfish genome in comparison to grass carp, common carp, and zebrafish.\
(**A**) The gynogenetic goldfish used for sequencing before sacrifice. (**B**) Transposable elements distribution for goldfish (GF) and zebrafish (ZF). (**C**) Distribution of orthologous/ohnologous gene pairs by synonymous substitution among four species: zebrafish, grass carp (GC), common carp (CC), and goldfish. Numbers are a count of the homologous genes shared among zebrafish, common carp, and goldfish. (**D**) Rate of synonymous base changes (dS) for various species comparisons. (**E**) The phylogenetic tree shows the time of divergence of grass carp from goldfish and common carp (green circle), the WGD (red triangle), and divergence common carp and goldfish (cyan square). Each genome from the duplication was analyzed separately (chromosomes randomly assigned) and are denoted with \_1 or \_2 for both common carp and goldfish. (Photo credit: Yoshihiro Omori, Osaka University).](aav0547-F1){#F1}

###### Assembly statistics.

                            **CarAur01 (Canu + genetic map)**
  ------------------------- -----------------------------------
  **Longest scaffold**      37,185 kbp
  **N10**                   30,202 kbp (*n* = 10)
  **N50**                   22,763 kbp (*n* = 14)
  **N90**                   86.8 kbp (*n* = 1506)
  **Total length**          1,820,635,051 bp
  **No. of LGs**            50
  **Total length of LGs**   1,246,641,604 bp

We sequenced one additional gynogenetic and one "wild-type" Wakin fish to \~70X coverage using Illumina short-read sequencing. In aggregate, we identified 12,163,467 unique single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and 2,316,524 deletion/insertion variants (DIVs) from these fish and estimated the general polymorphism rate in goldfish to be approximately 1%. The number of SNVs and DIVs was comparable to those of the common carp (18,949,596 SNVs and 1,694,102 DIVs) ([@R24]).

The goldfish genome showed an overall repeat content of 39.6%, which was similar to the 39.2% for common carp ([@R24]), higher than that for many of the sequenced teleost genomes \[33% in cave fish ([@R25]) and 30.68% in *Oryzias latipes* ([@R26])\], but much lower than that of the zebrafish (54.3%) ([@R27]) and Atlantic salmon (58%) ([@R15]). The most enriched repeat classes were DNA transposons, of which hAT (3.87%), DNA (3.08%), TC1/mariner (2.28%), and CMC (2.05%) were the top enriched superfamiles. The long interspersed nuclear element (LINE)/L2 (2.67%), long terminal repeat (LTR)/Gypsy (2.14%), rolling circle transposition (RC)/Helitron (1.89%), and LTR/DIRS (1.18%) superfamilies were also somewhat enriched (\>1%). Goldfish contained more LINEs but fewer short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs) and DNA transposons than zebrafish ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and table S3).

We sequenced and assembled total RNA from seven adult tissues (brain, gill, bone, eye heart, skeletal muscle, and tail fin). Using MAKER ([@R28]), we identified 80,062 protein-coding genes, of which 9738 genes were masked because they were counted twice in the genomic regions that remained heterozygous. The final assembly, carAur01, contained 70,324 unmasked gene models and 479,594 exons. The gene completeness was assessed by Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCOs) ([@R29]) using the vertebrate core gene sets, resulting in 2710 complete (90%), 157 fragmented (5%), and 156 (5%) missing BUSCOs of 3023 total BUSCOs (see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and table S4). Fifty-eight percent of the BUSCO genes could be found in two complete copies; 83.11 to 96.93% of the RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) reads from seven goldfish tissues could be mapped to the assembly. These assessments indicated that our gene models were of very good quality and significantly more complete than that of the published common carp assembly. On the basis of alignment evidence from Ensembl noncoding RNA sequences (release 85), we predicted 11,820 noncoding RNA transcripts, including 574 microRNAs (miRNAs). miRBase (<http://www.mirbase.org>) hairpin sequence alignment identified 1037 miRNA loci.

###### Annotations statistics.

CNE, conserved noncoding element (i.e., potential enhancers/promoters); GO, gene ontology.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                        **Goldfish**          **Common carp**       **Zebrafish**\
                                                                    **(danRer10)**
  --------------------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------------------------
  **Assembly size**\    1,820,635,051         1,713,641,436         1,371,719,383
  **(bp)**                                                          

  **GC content**        37.48%                36.99%                36.64%

  **Repeats (bp)**      721,087,053 (39.6%)   672,246,354 (39.2%)   745,150,642\
                                                                    (54.3%)

  **Protein-coding**\   70,324                66,999                25,600\
  **genes**                                                         (Ensembl\
                                                                    release 85)

  **Genes with GO**     49,272                --                    18,779\*

  **Exons**             556,731               547,164               276,021

  **Genes with**\       49,272                44,845\*              24,204\*
  **InterPro**                                                      

  **miRNA**             1,037                 --                    769

  **ncRNA**\            11,820                --                    --
  **(noncoding**\                                                   
  **RNA)**                                                          

  **4-way CNE**\        486,767               484,139\*             237,891\*
  **counts**                                                        

  **4-way CNE bp**      95,815,233            97,818,440\*          44,090,004\*

  **Missing**\          167                   330\*                 0 (used for original BUSCO set)
  **BUSCOs (of**\                                                   
  **3023)**                                                         
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

\*Data generated from this study.

Approximately 50,000 coding genes had a reciprocal best hit (RBH) or second best hit to genes in zebrafish, grass carp, or common carp out of which 24,026 genes aligned to all three species ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The spectrum of synonymous substitutions (dS) between RBH pairs showed peaks at 0.115, 0.205, and 0.415 for common carp--goldfish ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, CC versus GF), between goldfish WGD paralogs ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, GF versus GF), and zebrafish-goldfish ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, ZF versus GF) comparisons, respectively. As expected, this indicated that the WGD happened before the divergence of goldfish and common carp. On the basis of the maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree and using 20.5 Ma ago ([@R30]) as the grass carp--common carp divergence point, we deduced that the speciation time for common carp and goldfish was \~11.0 Ma ago and that the WGD time was \~14.4 Ma ago ([Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), which was consistent with Larhammer and Risinger's estimate ([@R31]) but slightly longer ago than other more recent publications' predictions ([@R13], [@R24]). A fully implemented University of California, Santa Cruz-style genome browser for carAur01 is available at <https://research.nhgri.nih.gov/goldfish/> (fig. S2).

Extensive retention of synteny and collinearity after WGD
---------------------------------------------------------

Although goldfish diverged from zebrafish \~60 Ma ago, the genome of goldfish retained extensive collinearity/synteny with that of zebrafish (or grass carp). About 97.4% of RBH or second best ortholog gene pairs between goldfish and zebrafish were located in the 25 synteny triples, including one zebrafish chromosome and two corresponding goldfish LGs (figs. S4 to S7). No large interchromosomal translocations were found between the 25 zebrafish chromosomes and the 50 goldfish LGs ([Fig. 2, A and B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The 1:2 relationship and extensive retained collinearity/synteny between zebrafish and goldfish chromosome were consistent with the WGD hypothesis ([@R13]). Alignment between zebrafish chromosomes and two WGD descended goldfish LGs showed large collinear blocks, although there were large intrachromosomal rearrangements ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S7), which indicated that the overall gene order in the goldfish genome remained very stable after divergence from zebrafish.

![Chromosome collinearity is stable from zebrafish to goldfish.\
(**A**) Reciprocal BLAST best gene pair counts for each pair of chromosomes between common carp and goldfish. Color from yellow to red indicates low to high counts, respectively. (**B**) Reciprocal BLAST best gene pair counts for each pair of chromosomes between goldfish and zebrafish. Color from yellow to red indicates low to high counts, respectively. Goldfish to common carp results in 50 bivalents, and goldfish to zebrafish shows a clear 1:2 relationship. (**C**) Chain alignment along zebrafish chromosome six and the two duplicated chromosomes from goldfish and common carp. Very large stretches of collinearity are readily visible between zebrafish and goldfish, as are simple intrachromosomal inversions. The more fragmented relationship with common carp (e.g., chr12) may be the result of a more fragmented common carp assembly.](aav0547-F2){#F2}

Only 55.3% of RBH orthologous pairs were located in the 25 LG quadruplets (two goldfish paralog LGs and two common carp paralog LGs derived from the same WGD ancestral chromosome), and there were also plenty of interchromosomal translocations between the paralog LGs, suggesting intensive interchromosomal translocations between common carp LGs after the WGD, especially after speciation from goldfish ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Comparisons between common carp and goldfish orthologous LGs suggested that there were some small, interchromosomal translocations, although they maintained very strong colinearity ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S7).

Evolution after WGD
-------------------

Several fish genomes in the Cyprinidae family have been sequenced now, including zebrafish ([@R27]), grass carp ([@R32]), common carp ([@R24]), fathead minnow ([@R33]), Amur ide ([@R34]), and *Sinocyclocheilus* ([@R35]). We used four of them: zebrafish, grass carp, common carp, and now goldfish, which have a very useful evolutionary relationship for directly examining the processes of gene nonfunctionalization (non-F), subfunctionalization (sub-F), and neofunctionalization (neo-F) ([@R36]) over a relatively short time (10 \~ 20 Ma) after WGD. Zebrafish is distantly and equally related to all three carps (common ancestor was \~60 Ma ago, roughly similar to a human-to-mouse genomic comparison), such that the conserved sequences from zebrafish to carp are limited to exonic sequences and CNEs ([@R17], [@R18]) that are strongly enriched for enhancers and promoters. Common carp and goldfish speciated from grass carp \~20 Ma ago ([@R30]), the genome duplication occurred \~14 Ma ago, and then goldfish and common carp speciated roughly 11 Ma ago ([Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This timeline allows us to watch as duplicated genes naturally decay from the tetraploid state, as was done for the common carp ([@R37]), and the common carp--goldfish separation allows us to watch this occur twice in parallel.

### Gene loss

We should be able to map one grass carp or zebrafish gene to two goldfish or common carp "ohnologous" genes. We identified 19,040 ortholog-paralog gene clusters with at least one zebrafish gene in each cluster. There were 16,455 (15,202) clusters with both paralogs retained and 2341 (3462) singletons in goldfish (common carp). Therefore, 12.4% of the duplicated gene pairs had lost one copy in goldfish, while the common carp appeared to have had a higher rate of gene loss (18.5%) ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The higher loss rates in common carp may reflect the more fragmented assembly of that genome or differences in gene identification methodology and not an actual increase in gene loss, as suggested by the lower completeness of the BUSCO genes in the common carp assembly ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). In total, genes were lost at a rate of 0.43% per million years (equal to 12.4% in 14.4 Ma) in goldfish after the WGD, compared to 0.25% per Ma (see the Supplementary Materials for computational details) in salmon during the 80 Ma following the Salmoniformes WGD ([@R15]) and the 0.06% per Ma (approximately 7.4% gene clusters without zebrafish or grass carp orthologs, i.e., 7.4% of gene loss occurred between zebrafish and grass carp over 120 Ma), suggesting that gene loss rate increased after the WGD event, which is supported by the observed faster loss \[22% = (1 to 56%)/2 in 18 Ma or 1.2% per Ma\] in *X. laevis* after the frog allotetraploid event ([@R16]). We then went on to ask whether there were specific classes of genes that were either more or less likely than average to be lost. We examined the percentage of genes in a Gene Ontology (GO) term category that were lost compared to the total percentage the category represented. Oxidoreductase activity, nuclease activity, and methyltransferase activity were much more likely than average to be lost, while protein binding and transcription factors were retained at a higher than average rate (see fig. S8).

![The evolutionary relationships between zebrafish, grass carp, common carp, and goldfish can be used to study the dynamics of gene loss after WGD events.\
(**A**) Using zebrafish as the reference, the tree tracks gene and CNE loss at different evolutionary branch points. Numbers on nodes or leaves indicate retained genes (pink) or CNEs (skyblue). Negative number on the branches indicates the number of lost genes (pink) or CNEs (skyblue) on the corresponding branch. The red triangle represents the carp WGD event at 14.4 Ma ago. The blue square marks the speciation of common carp and goldfish at 11.0 Ma ago. A maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree was constructed by using the third position of all codons of ohnologous genes. (**B**) Decay curve of gene loss. The rates of gene loss accelerated after the genome duplication event (i.e., thick gray line between the red triangle and blue square). We assume that most cases where both copies of a gene were lost in either goldfish or carp occurred after separation from grass carp but before the WGD.](aav0547-F3){#F3}

### CNE loss

We were able to analyze enhancer/promoter loss rates in a four-way comparison using CNE loss as the proxy for altered regulatory function. When we directly compared zebrafish and grass carp (using common carp or goldfish as the reference), 15,745 CNEs were not shared between them. Assuming that they were lost or gained either in zebrafish or grass carp, we estimated that the lost rate was less than 131 CNEs per Ma. Using zebrafish as the reference, 3611 CNEs were lost during the 40 Ma (or 90 CNEs per Ma) from grass carp. There were 329 CNEs (54 CNEs per Ma), where the two duplicated copies were missing in both goldfish and common carp. These were CNE losses that presumably happened after the split from grass carp but before the WGD. Goldfish and common carp shared 4316 one-copy CNE losses, presumably all or most of those occurred in the 3 Ma between the genome duplication and speciation events, resulting in a rate of 1439 per Ma. In the \~11 Ma since the common carp--goldfish split, 16,102 and 28,937 CNE paralog pairs became singleton or totally lost in goldfish and common carp, respectively, or 1463 and 2631 CNEs per Ma ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The above scenario indicated an accelerated CNE loss after the WGD, and the effect persisted after the speciation of goldfish and common carp. A full history of exon/CNE loss is shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.

### Divergence of gene expression

It is logical to assume that as a genome goes through the evolutionary process of rediploidization, genes that were once duplicates of each other will begin to diverge in location of expression or in specific function from each other. The goldfish--carp duplication event was relatively recent, which makes it possible to illuminate how sequence divergence, exon loss, and CNE loss shaped the expression pattern of ohnolog genes in the \~14 Ma after the WGD. We identified 2481 colinear ohnolog blocks covering 1004 Mbp of the carAur01 assembly, including 44,650 protein-coding genes (6385 singleton), 14,527 singleton exons, and 8617 singleton CNEs.

We compared the RNA expression level between 10,399 ohnolog gene pairs (20,798 genes) in the ohnolog blocks across seven tissues. Six hundred forty-nine (6.2%) of these gene pairs contained one silenced gene \[i.e., TPM (transcripts per million) \< 1 in all tissues\], which may be genes that had become nonfunctionalized or simply not expressed in the tissues profiled. The silenced genes showed a significantly higher rate of exon loss compared to the other genes (Fisher's exact test); 2895 (29.7%) of the remaining ohnolog pairs showed divergent expression (i.e., a Pearson's correlation coefficient of \<0.6 or a Euclidean distance of ≥5; [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), 7149 (68.7%) pairs coexpressed (TPM ≥ 1) in at least three tissues compared to 75% in common carp ([@R37]), and 1273 (13%) ohnolog pairs contained at least one tissue in which only one ohnolog exhibited expression.

![Gene expression is affected by changes in sequence, exon loss, and CNE loss.\
(**A**) Histogram of expression correlation (*x* axis) and expression Euclidean distance (*y* axis) between WGD ohnolog gene pairs. Each box lists the number of ohnolog pairs (×2 for total genes) and the percentage of the total number of pairs this group represents. Most of the genes (70.3%) had a correlation of 0.6 or better. (**B**) Expression distance distribution in different cDNA identity groups. The more closely related the cDNA sequence, the more closely correlated gene expression was. (**C**) Boxplot of expression distance in gene groups with different numbers of lost exons. The more exons lost, the less related gene expression becomes. Asterisks mark statistically significant differences. (**D**) Boxplot of tissue expression SD in gene groups with different numbers of CNEs lost. Similar to exons, loss of CNEs correlates with loss of concordant expression, but the effect size is smaller. Asterisks denote significant differences. (**E**) Gene expression clustered into 20 groups for the 19,500 ohnologous genes. Heatmap and the keys indicate the value of log~2~(TPM + 1). Left color bar indicates different clusters. Right bars show the number and percentage of the gene pairs in the same cluster. Colored links indicate the number of gene pairs split between different clusters, only numbers larger than 100 were plotted, and thicker links indicate larger counts.](aav0547-F4){#F4}

To illuminate which type of mutations correlate with divergence of the expression between ohnolog gene pairs, we divided these gene pairs into different groups according to their cDNA sequence identity, number of exons lost, or number of CNE lost and looked for correlations between group assignment and expression divergence. We found that in the low--sequence identity groups, there was a greater percentage of diverged gene pairs and a lower percentage of diverged gene pairs in the high--sequence identity groups ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, yellow line), while the trend was reversed for less-diverged gene pairs ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, blue line), indicating that expression distance increased as the sequence identity decreased. Function enrichment analysis revealed that low identity gene pairs were enriched in functions involving the immune system, while "regulation of metabolic process," "development," "regulation of gene expression," "regulation of biosynthetic process," "cell surface receptor signaling pathway," and "ion transport" were enriched in ohnolog pairs with high sequence identity (Fisher's exact test, *P* \< 0.05 and false discovery rate \< 0.1). There was a significant increase in expression distance between the no-exon-lost (gene without exon loss) group and the one-exon-lost (gene pairs that lost exactly one exon) groups (one-sided Fisher's exact test, *P* = 5.87 × 10^−07^). The more exons a gene pair lost, the more the expression diverged ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We did not find a significant relationship between the number of nearby CNEs lost and the expression distance or correlation. However, in the ohnolog gene pairs with CNE loss but no exon loss, the tissue expression SD decreased in the genes that lost CNEs (one-sided Fisher's exact test, *P* = 0.008), which indicated that the loss of CNEs reduced the expression variance among different tissues (dynamic range) rather than affected the expression divergence between ohnolog gene pairs, i.e., CNE loss reduced tissue-specific expression variation ([Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and example in fig. S10) ([@R38]).

Nineteen thousand five hundred genes (or 9750 gene pairs, not including the silenced singletons) were classified into 20 clusters according to a plateau in their expression Euclidean distance ([Fig. 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and figs. S11 to S13). Ohnologs were classified into different clusters in 62.4% of gene pairs, which decrease to 46.9% when classified into eight clusters (another local plateau), suggesting either a rapid expression divergence between ohnolog gene pairs in the first \~14 Ma since the WGD event or some significant differences in gene expression that existed among parental species before the allotetraploid genome fusion event. Most of the shared gene pairs fell within two super clusters: clusters 1 to 9 ([Fig. 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, blue curve bundles) and clusters 12 to 20 ([Fig. 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, red curve bundles). However, there were 2508 gene pairs that were not in the same cluster within the two different super clusters. We found that there were fewer numbers of genes with lost exons or CNEs in the four most highly expressed clusters (10, 11, 12, and 15), especially in the highest expression cluster 10, in which there were no exon or CNE losses between the pairs. Similar to gene loss, genes that were more likely to maintain concordant expression were often involved in cell signaling and gene regulation (signaling molecules and transcription factors) (fig. S13).

The four major evolutionary mechanisms of retained duplicated ohnologs are as follows: conserved coexpression of the two ohnologs, non-F of one copy ([@R39]), sub-F ([@R36], [@R38]), and neo-F ([@R36], [@R38], [@R40], [@R41]). To identify genes representing each mechanism, we analyzed expression \[(FPKM) fragment per kilo base pairs per million reads\] of 8483 gene triplets (one zebrafish ortholog and both duplicated goldfish ohnologs, zebrafish orthologs with an FPKM of ≥1 in at least one tissue, and 177 triplets silenced in all three genes were removed and not included), across six common tissues between zebrafish and goldfish ([Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). A triplet was denoted as double correlated if the expression pattern of the zebrafish gene was correlated with both goldfish ohnologs and single correlated if it correlated with exactly only one goldfish ohnolog. We denoted FPKM of an "ohno-pair" as the sum of FPKM of both goldfish ohnologs. A triplet was defined as dosage correlated if the expression pattern of zebrafish ortholog and ohno-pair was correlated.

![Systematic analysis of gene expression changes between duplicated genes can detect gene extinction, sub-F, and neo-F events.\
(**A**) Genes clustered into 20 groups for the 8483 zebrafish-goldfish gene triplets. Heatmap and the keys indicate the normalized value (*z* score) of log~2~(FPKM + 1). The left color bar indicates different clusters, the text next to the cluster color bar indicates major zebrafish-expressed tissue in each cluster, and unlabeled ones are expressed in all zebrafish tissues. B, brain; E, eye; H, heart; G, gill; M, muscle; T, tail fin. (**B**) Example of expression of subfunctionalized (left) and neofunctionalized (right) genes. Gray bar, zebrafish; red and blue bar, two goldfish orthologs. Asterisks indicate tissue(s) associated with sub-F or neo-F. (**C**) Cumulative sum of triplets in different zebrafish-goldfish nucleotide identity groups (left) and exon gain/loss groups. Genes in non-F, neo-F, and sub-F triplets have low nucleotide identity and higher exon gain/loss than the coexpressed group. Genes in sub-F and neo-F triplets have medial exon gain/loss.](aav0547-F5){#F5}

We found that goldfish usually showed higher sequence similarity between one ohnolog and the corresponding zebrafish ortholog, while the other ohnolog showed much higher divergence (fig. S14). About 6% of ancestral exons/CNEs with zebrafish orthologs lost exactly one copy in goldfish, and there were 547 ohnolog pairs with reciprocal exon loss (tables S5 and S6).

Goldfish ohnologs showed a high (or medial; see Methods for definitions) expression correlation to their zebrafish ortholog in 58.8% (73.7%) of triplets in one of three configurations: double correlated, single correlated, or dosage correlated. Expression was significantly more correlated between goldfish ohnologs than between zebrafish and the sum of goldfish pairs (two-sided paired *t* test between correlations coefficients, *P* \< 1 × 10^−6^), which was still more conserved than between zebrafish and each individual goldfish ohnolog (two-sided paired *t* test, *P* \< 1 × 10^−6^; fig. S15). This trend can also be visualized in the expression patterns in [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Preservation of expression patterns for one or both ohnologs after WGD was also observed in Atlantic salmon that underwent the salmonid-specific WGD (Ss4R) ([@R15]), as well as for the teleost WGD ohnologs in zebrafish compared to the gar ortholog ([@R42]). All these correlations indicated a strong purifying selection maintaining expression of ohnolog(s) after a WGD. Of the 2084 triplets with differentially expressed genes between zebrafish and goldfish ohnologs, only 372 were differentially expressed between the zebrafish gene and the summed expression of the goldfish "ohno-pairs." In addition, more goldfish ohno-pairs coexpressed in all six tissues compared to zebrafish than did individual goldfish ohnologs (table S7), suggesting that most of these genes were subject to strong selection to maintain dosage balance, possibly stabilizing duplicate gene retention ([@R43]).

We found 5345 (63.0%) coexpressed, 672 (7.92%) non-F, 39 (0.46%) sub-F, and 321 (3.78%) neo-F triplets using an "on-off" identification method (table S8; see Methods), and that 3506 (41.3% of total) of the coexpressed ohnologs also coexpressed with the zebrafish ortholog. Examples of expression from sub-F and neo-F triplets are shown in [Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}; gene *pde4ca* was subfunctionalized, gene expression in heart was shifted to the ohnolog on LG27, while expression in tail (or muscle) shifted to the one on LG2. One ohnolog of the gene *scube3* gained new expression in heart, while the other *scube3* copy maintained the same expression pattern as that in zebrafish, i.e., neo-F ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We found 1169 (13.78%) partial non-F (non-F in at least one tissue in exactly one ohnolog while coexpressed in all other tissues), 6 (0.07%) partial sub-F, and 286 (3.37%) partial neo-F triplets (see Methods and fig. S16 for definition), suggesting that coexpression and non-F were the dominant fates of retained WGD genes, and the major mechanism to escape non-F was neo-F instead of sub-F, at least in the first \~10 Ma since the carp WGD.

The non-F, sub-F, and neo-F groups had more genes with low zebrafish-goldfish nucleotide identity compared to those in the coexpressed triplets (Wilcox rank test, *P* \< 1 × 10^−6^; [Fig. 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, left). In non-F triplets, the expressed ohnologs had more zebrafish exon coverage (and less exon gain/loss) than the silent ones (Wilcoxon rank test, *P* \< 1 × 10^−6^), and more, but not to the point of significance, nucleotide identity than the silenced gene, suggesting that exon loss was a major mutation correlated with non-F (table S9). Zebrafish-goldfish exon gain/loss of sub-F and neo-F triplets was lower than for non-F (Wilcoxon rank test, *P* \< 1 × 10^−6^) but higher than for the coexpressed group (Wilcoxon rank test, *P* \< 1 × 10^−6^), suggesting that exon gain/loss also played an important role in sub-F and neo-F expression of ohnolog pairs ([Fig. 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, right). The neo-F and non-F triplets also came with higher CNE gain/loss (between zebrafish and goldfish) than the coexpressed triplets, and the expression intensity and number of tissues were more similar for coexpressed triplets than for either the neo-F or non-F triplets (fig. S17 and table S10), suggesting that high-expressed and multiple-tissue--expressed genes were more likely to subfunctionalize after WGD.

GO analysis of the coexpressed, non-F, sub-F, and neo-F triplets revealed that each functionalization category was associated with different GO functional classes. The coexpressed triplets were enriched in functions involved in development, ion transport, "macromolecule biosynthetic process," "kinase activity," "transcription factor activity," and "metabolic process." The non-F triplets were enriched in "oxidoreductase activity," "cellular nitrogen compound metabolic process," and "serine hydrolase activity." Neo-F triplets were enriched in functions involved in "cell-cell adhesion" and "signaling receptor and transductor activity." Sub-F triplets were enriched in "signal transduction and dioxygenase activity" (figs. S18 to S21).

DISCUSSION
==========

Steady advances in sequencing technology and reductions in cost are improving our ability to generate high-quality genomic sequences, even in cases such as the goldfish, where the efforts are complicated by a recent WGD. Interest in the goldfish has a long history, and goldfish still maintain a special position in both the scientific and ornamental fish communities. We have generated and made publicly available a high-quality annotated assembly of the goldfish genome. Our genomic assembly and gene annotations represent an important resource to these communities as they continue efforts to link phenotypes to genotypes. In addition, the cluster of sequenced fish genomes that includes zebrafish, grass carp, common carp, and goldfish is nicely situated in their evolutionary relationship to provide further insights into the process of rediploidization after a WGD.Comparing gene loss rates between that of zebrafish to grass carp and zebrafish to goldfish, grass carp shows half as many gene losses as goldfish, consistent with a hypothesis of accelerated gene copy loss after the WGD. However, specific functional classes of genes such as transcription factors were more likely to be preserved in two copies. It is known that not only binary expression but also the actual level of transcription factor expression can determine cell fate outcomes \[e.g., ([@R44])\], so one possible explanation for the specific retention of transcription factors is that a change in dose balance for developmentally key transcription factors could result in disrupted or altered development of the larvae.

In general, the retained duplicate genes maintained an overall expression that correlates closely with zebrafish and to each other. However, accelerated expression divergence of goldfish genes began at the carp WGD, which was also observed in the common carp ([@R37]), in zebrafish after the teleost WGD ([@R42]), and in Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout after the salmonid-specific WGD ([@R15], [@R45]). Dosage compensation appears to be a major driver of goldfish duplicate gene retention after the carp WGD, which introduced a strong negative selection against loss of either duplicated gene, particularly genes involved in metabolic processes and protein complex formation ([@R46], [@R47]). Gene expression divergence after carp WGD follows the usual paths of non-F and neo-F (either partially or totally) and, to a lesser extent, sub-F. Those genes under partial non-F may become completely inactive (specialization) and finally lost such as in the vertebrate 2R WGD and teleost 3R WGD ([@R48]). Goldfish ohnologs escaped from non-F more often through neo-F rather than sub-F, which was also observed in mouse-zebrafish comparisons ([@R49]) and salmon but not in *X. laevis* ([@R50]). Neo-F favored the retention of GO terms "kinase" and "G protein--coupled receptor." It is easy to imagine how genes directly involved in cell-to-cell communication could create interesting evolutionary changes in body form by altering where and when the signaling molecule is expressed. Although sub-F may not be a dominant outcome of goldfish genes, at least in the short time after the carp WGD, we found a few ohnologs adopting an obvious sub-F, e.g., *pde4ca* and *ogn*. *ogn* had also subfunctionalized after the teleost WGD ([@R51]), suggesting that there may be evolutionary hotspots for particular genes to neo- or subfunctionalize.

Several other features of genome sequence evolution affect how gene pairs diverge in expression over time. Key factors include divergence of the primary genomic sequence through base substitution, gain/loss of exons, and gain/loss of CNEs, all of which affect gene expression in different ways. Gain/loss of exons is the most important mutation correlated with non-F, neo-F, and sub-F. This process is one that has been proposed to be a critical evolutionary phenomenon that drives vertebrate diversity, and the goldfish--carp speciation is a useful case to explore this evolutionary process.

METHODS
=======

Additional methods and assembly information are included in the Supplementary Materials.

Preparation of genomic DNA and total RNA from goldfish
------------------------------------------------------

Gynogenic offspring were generated, as previously described with some modifications ([@R20]). The Wakin goldfish eggs were treated with common carp sperm irradiated by ultraviolet light (8000 erg/mm^2^). After a 34-min incubation at 20°C, the eggs were subjected to a post-fertilization heat-shock treatment at 40°C for 40 s. After a 1-min incubation at 20°C, the eggs were subjected to a second heat-shock treatment at 40°C for 40 s. After the heat-shock treatment, the fertilized eggs were incubated at 20°C. The muscle tissue was dissected from gynogenic goldfish at 3 months of age, and high--molecular weight genomic DNAs were purified using TissueLyser II (Qiagen) and Blood & Cell Culture DNA Maxi Kit (Qiagen). The molecular size of genomic DNA at the peak of 40 to 50 kb was confirmed using the Pippin pulse electroporation system (NIPPON Genetics). Tissues for RNA-seq were dissected from Wakin goldfish at 2 years of age and were stored in RNAlater (Sigma-Aldrich) at −80°C. Total RNA from these tissues was purified using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen). All procedures were approved by the Animal Experimental Committees of the Institute for Protein Research at Osaka University and were performed in compliance with the institutional guidelines.

Genome assembly
---------------

Genomic DNAs from the samples described above were used to perform whole-genome shotgun sequencing on a PacBio RS II sequencer. About 16.4 million PacBio subreads (\~71X) with a peak length of \~8 kbp were corrected and assembled into 9415 contigs using the Canu assembler and improved the accuracy using Arrow ([@R21]). The total length of the assembly was 1848 Mbp, and N50 reached 816.8 kbp. The longest contig was 12.8 Mbp. We remapped all PacBio subreads to this assembly and found that 6607 contigs had a read coverage of less than 0.6 with a total length of 596 Mbp. The reason for this appears to be that the heat-shock gynogenesis resulted in a meiosis II block creating heterogeneous diploid regions in approximately 22% of our fish genome, as opposed to the expected mitosis I block that would have resulted in a fully homozygous animal. It was possible that the fully homozygous fish in the heat-shocked samples were not viable because of too many potentially harmful mutations in the background. The homozygous regions had 2667 contigs (total length, \~1247 Mbp) with a read coverage in a range of 0.6 to 1.8. This was consistent with the results from our Illumina short-read sequencing, which indicated that about one-fourth of the genome was heterogeneous. By summing all contig lengths normalized by read coverage, we obtained an actual genome size of at least 1.6 Gbp. To remove the alternate alleles from the primary assembly, all contigs were aligned to one another using nucmer ([@R52]), and 928 contigs fully contained in other contigs were removed (when the relative read coverage was \<0.6 and the identity was \>97% to prevent WGD ohnolog removal), which was 27.3 Mbp in total.

LG construction
---------------

RNA-seq data from two goldfish parents and their family were downloaded from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (bioproject: PRJEB12518) ([@R22]). All reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic (same configuration as in the "Genome annotation" section) and aligned to the Canu assembly using the Hisat2 ([@R53]). Variant calling was performed via SAMtools mpileup and bcftools call (parameter "-m") ([@R54]). We identified \~5.6 million variants in total. SNPs without a matching genotype or low read depth (\<4) in more than 25% of the samples or with a missing genotype from one of two parents were removed (other filter: bcftools filter "-g 10 -Ov -i \'TYPE=\"snp\" && QUAL\>=10 && INFO/DP\>=50"). SNPs that were homozygous in both parents or failed a Mendelian test were also removed. We also made sure that two SNPs on the same contig were separated by at least 10 kbp. SNPs (14,022) were kept after filtering and used for constructing the genetic maps.

SNPs from the same contigs were grouped and ordered using "group" and "seq.order" from the R package "onemap" ([@R23]), with an LOD (log of odds) threshold of 5.5. Contigs with two or more groups (with ≥3 markers each) were broken at the position where read depth valley and depth were \<20 and depth was in the \<20% quantile. In total, 16 contigs were broken. Contigs were placed in each LG according to the ordered SNPs using Chromonomer (v1.06). After manual corrections, 50 long LGs were retained and named according to their alignment to the zebrafish genome (e.g., LG1 and LG26 map to zebrafish chr1, LG2 and LG27 map to zebrafish chr2, etc.).

Genome annotation
-----------------

A custom repeat library for goldfish was built using RepeatModeler ([@R55]) (<http://repeatmasker.org/>) based on the Canu assembly. A zebrafish and the custom repeat library were used to mask the genome by RepeatMasker \[<http://repeatmasker.org/>; performed in MAKER 3.0 ([@R28])\].

RNA-seq from seven goldfish tissues was performed to aid with gene annotation, including bone, brain (three samples), eye, gill (two samples), heart, muscle, and tail fin. Reads were assembled via the Trinity assembler ([@R56]) without a genome guide for each sample. All assemblies were clustered via CD-HIT (-c 0.95 -aS 0.95 -uS 0.05), as EST (expressed sequence tag) evidence for MAKER 3.0. cDNA sequences from the Ensembl database (version 85; 69 species), NCBI vertebrate RefSeq, and common carp ([www.carpbase.org/gbrowse.php](http://www.carpbase.org/gbrowse.php)) were used as additional RNA evidence. Proteins from the Ensembl database, common carp, and UniProt database (UniRef90) were used as protein evidence. To annotate gene structure, we performed MAKER 3.0 on the Canu assembly with Augustus prediction and the EST, RNA, and protein evidence. Gene structures were lifted over to the carAur01 assembly using liftover ([@R57]) or crossmap (<https://sourceforge.net/projects/crossmap/files/>). InterProScan5 ([@R58]) was used to annotate the InterPro/GO/Pathway function for all protein-coding genes.

CNE annotation
--------------

All-to-all pairwise genomic alignment was performed using lastz (\--gapped \--ambiguous=n \--step=10 \--strand=both \--masking=10 \--maxwordcount=500 \--identity=70..100 \--format=axt) and axtToChain for four species (goldfish, common carp, grass carp, and zebrafish). Alignments in repeat regions were subtracted and transformed to multiple alignment format (MAF) format, splitting at gaps longer than 30 bp (chainToAxt --maxGap=30, then axtToMaf -score). All the pairwise MAF files were transformed to multiple alignment MAF files using roast (*P* = multic). Phylogenetic model was fit for each chromosome, LG or scaffold using phyloFit \[\--tree \'(ZF,(GC,(GF,CC)))\' \--subst-mod REV \--nrate 4\], which was used by PhastCons for computing conserve score and regions. The conserved regions out of exons (of coding or noncoding genes) were defined as CNEs for each of the four species. DNA sequences were also extracted from these elements.

Computation of gene (CNE) loss on each branch in the species tree
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Ohnolog gene clusters that contained at least one zebrafish ortholog were used to count the number of genes lost on each branch as follows \[*N*(.), number of ohnolog clusters; GC, grass carp; GF, goldfish; CC, common carp\]:

∙ Carp ancestry-grass carp: *N*(GC = 0) (i.e., number of clusters contained none of grass carp gene)

∙ Carp ancestry-WGD: *N*(GF = 0 AND CC = 0)

∙ WGD speciation of goldfish and common carp: *N*((GF = 1 AND CC ≤ 1) OR (CC = 1 AND GF ≤ 1)) (according to parsimony)

∙ Speciation -- goldfish, single-copy loss: *N*(GF = 1 AND CC = 2 OR GF = 0 AND CC = 1)

∙ Speciation -- goldfish, double-copies loss: 2\**N*(GF = 0 AND CC = 2)

∙ Speciation -- goldfish, total loss: single-copy loss + double-copies loss on the branch

∙ Speciation -- common carp, single-copy loss: *N*(CC = 1 AND GF = 2 OR CC = 0 AND GF = 1)

∙ Speciation -- common carp, double-copies loss: 2\**N*(CC = 0 AND GF = 2)

∙ Speciation -- common carp, total loss: single-copy loss + double-copies loss on the branch

Calculation for CNE loss was the same as gene loss. Retention at each node was derived from retention at the direct parent node minus loss at the branch leading to the current node.

Exon/CNE gain/loss between orthologs/ohnologs
---------------------------------------------

Goldfish-zebrafish chain-net alignment (\>20 kbp) was divided into two different sets, each representing the alignment between the zebrafish and one goldfish ohnolog. Exons/CNEs from goldfish were liftover to zebrafish based on the two chain-net alignments and annotated using Exon/CNE information of zebrafish, and an exon/CNE was considered as a loss in goldfish (or a gain in zebrafish) if less than 0.5 of the Exon/CNE was mapped to the genome of zebrafish. CNE liftovered to exons was considered as an exon instead of a CNE. The same process was applied for zebrafish exons/CNEs. Exon/CNE triplets with one zebrafish ortholog and two goldfish ohnologs were identified and mapped to gene pairs, and only unique one to two gene pairs were retained for further analysis. CNE was assigned to its nearest gene within 5 kbp (this window cover most of CNEs). The number and length of exons/CNEs in seven configurations were counted for each gene triplet: (ZF,GF1,GF2), (ZF,GF1), (ZF,GF2), (GF1,GF2), (ZF), (GF1), and (GF2), where (.) means that the exon/CNE exists in the corresponding genes. Length was calculated according to ZF exon/CNE if the ZF exon/CNE exists, otherwise according to GF1. Percentage for each configuration was computed as the length of the configurations divided by the total length of all configurations of the gene. Exon gain/loss (difference) between any gene pairs in each gene triplet was computed from the seven configurations, e.g., D~percent~(ZF,GF1) = Percent(ZF,GF2) + Percent(ZF) + Percent(GF1) + Percent(GF1,GF2), where D~percent~(ZF,GF1) is the exon gain/loss between ZF and GF1, Percent(.) is the percentage of the configuration. We did not distinguish between gain and loss.

Expression comparison between zebrafish orthologs and goldfish ohnologs
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

RNA-seq reads from six shared tissues (brain, eye, heart, gill, muscle, and tail fin) were fetched from NCBI SRA (SRP044781, eye from ERP012920). Reads were mapped to zebrafish genome (danRer10/GRC_z10/Ensembl release 85) using STAR ([@R59]). Expression levels (FPKM) were estimated using RSEM ([@R60]). A gene was said to be expressed if FPKM ≥ 1 in at least one tissue. Triplets without expressed genes were removed. Triplets with very high identity (≥98%) between any gene pairs were also removed to not collapse the expression of similar genes. We also computed the sum of FPKM from both goldfish ohnologs (i.e., ohno-pairs). The Pearson's correlation coefficient of expression patterns between zebrafish and individual goldfish ohnologs and between zebrafish and ohno-pair was used to detect expression correlation. Two genes were denoted as highly correlated if the Pearson's correlation coefficient between their log~2~(FPKM + 1) was greater than 0.75 and with correlation test (cor.test in R) *P* \< 0.1, medially correlated if their correlation coefficient was greater than 0.6, and differentially expressed if the *t* test between their log~2~(FPKM + 1) was less than 0.01. We defined that gene A is "on" relative to gene B if FPKM(A) ≥ 2 and FPKM(B) \< 1 and identified coexpressed, nonfunctionalized, subfunctionalized, and neofunctionalized triplets following on-off conditions (fig. S16).

The condition for coexpressed gene A and gene B:

1\) A is "on" relative to B in none of the tissues, AND

2\) B is "on" relative to A in none of the tissues.

The condition for nonfunctionalized triplet:

1\) One goldfish ohnolog does not express (FPKM \< 1), AND

2\) the zebrafish ortholog expresses with FPKM ≥ 2 in at least one tissue, AND

3\) the other goldfish ohnolog expresses with FPKM ≥ 2 in at least one tissue.

The condition for sub-F (where ZF is the zebrafish ortholog and GF1,2 are the two goldfish orthologs):

1\) There is at least one tissue T1 in which ZF is "on" relative to GF1 and GF2 is "on" relative to GF1; AND

2\) there is at least one other tissue T2 different from T1, in which ZF is "on" relative to GF2 and GF1 is "on" relative to GF2; AND

3\) GF1 is 'on' relative to ZF in none of the tissues; AND

4\) GF2 is 'on' relative to ZF in none of the tissues.

The condition for a neo-F triplet (assume that GF1 is the newly expressed gene):

1\) There is at least one tissue T1 in which GF1 is "on" relative to ZF and GF1 is "on" relative to GF2; AND.

2\) GF2 is "on" relative to GF1 in none of the tissues; AND

3\) ZF is "on" relative to GF1 in none of the tissues; AND

4\) ZF is "on" relative to GF2 in none of the tissues.

The condition for a partial non-F triplet (assume GF1 is nonfunctionalized):

1\) ZF and GF2 are "on" relative to GF1 in some but not all tissues; AND

2\) GF1 and GF2 are not "on" relative to ZF in all the other tissues; AND

3\) ZF is not "on" relative to GF2 in all the other tissues; AND

4\) is not non-F.

The condition for a partial (or mixed) subfunctionalized triplet:

1\) There is at least one tissue T1 in which ZF is "on" relative to GF1 and GF2 is "on" relative to GF1; AND

2\) there is at least one other tissue T2 different from T1, in which ZF is "on" relative to GF2 and GF1 is "on" relative to GF2; AND

3\) is neither non-F nor sub-F.

The condition for a partial (or mixed) non-F triplet (assume GF1 is newly expressed gene):

1\) There is at least one tissue T1 in which GF1 is "on" relative to ZF and GF1 is "on" relative to GF2; AND

2\) is not non-F or neo-F.
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